The investigators used positron emission tomography touch, for example. Surprising interactions between at intervals over 3 years to measure brain activation, while subjects were stimulated with words or various these sensory modes have recently been reported. noise control conditions. Several regions of auditory One example demonstrates that people with cochlear cortex were found to be increasingly more active as a implants show increased activity in visual cortex when function of time using the implant, which is not surprislistening to speech; this may be related to enhanced ing, since it likely reflects the cortical activity associated lipreading ability.
eses for further research, which should help to clarify the An additional issue that should be mentioned in this context concerns how age affects the degree of crossplastic processes underlying the learning that implant modal plasticity that may be elicited. Contrary to conusers undergo, as well as the nature of cross-modal ventional assumptions, quite a lot of recent data, includinteractions more generally. With respect to this latter ing the findings of Giraud et al., indicate that significant point, it is important to note that such cross-modal prochanges may occur in the adult nervous system in recesses may also exist in normal cognition, though they sponse to new learning. However, the effect of age is are far from being understood. Functional imaging studcertainly important in many types of processes that enies have reported conflicting evidence concerning the tail reorganization and often imposes limits on the type functional relationships of modality-specific areas duror degree of change that may occur. It will be interesting ing perceptual processing. as auditory prostheses to be used by the blind. Second, 1994). Hence, there may be cross-modal interactions of they raise a variety of basic questions about the funca complex nature associated with normal perceptual tional properties of sensory cortices. These questions, processing, and the extent to which these processes which until recently had not really been asked, are imform part of the picture revealed by the Giraud et al.
portant in moving beyond simple models of cerebral study remains to be seen. organization toward a more nuanced view of how senAnother critical question is the degree to which the sory systems interact in both the normal brain and in a visual processing observed in the implant users reflects nervous system that has had to adapt to sensory loss a necessary neural operation relevant to speech comor damage. prehension. An alternative interpretation, equally consistent with the data presented, might be that visual
